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The diseases collectively termed thrombotic microangiopathies (TMAs) are various life-
threatening disorders characterized by microangiopathic hemolytic anemia, peripheral throm-
bocytopenia and organ failure of variable severity caused by microvascular occlusion. In
thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP), the systemic microvascular aggregation of platelets
causes ischemia in the brain, kidneys, heart and other organs. In hemolytic-uremic syndrome
(HUS), fibrin-rich thrombi predominantly occlude the renal circulation. A TMA can also be typically
observed in patients with the hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count (HELLP)
syndrome, disseminated cancer, or a human immunodeficiency virus infection and within the
context of chemotherapy or transplantation.
For a long time, TMA remained a heterogeneous group of poorly differentiated diseases with
obscure pathophysiologies. As a consequence, the treatment of TMA was based largely on
empiricism and a few therapeutical trials. Fortunately, advances in recent years have delineated
the molecular mechanisms of most of the TMA syndromes, including TTP, some atypical forms of
HUS and the hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count syndrome and it is now clear
that the TMA syndromes are caused by several distinct molecular defects.
In TTP, the identification of a severe deficiency in the von Willebrand factor cleaving protease
ADAMTS13 by Tsai and Furlan in 1998 [1,2] provided an explanation for the accumulation of
unusually large von Willebrand factor multimers in the plasma of patients with chronic relapsing
TTP first reported by Moake in the 80 s [3,4]. ADAMTS13 deficiency could be due to mutations of
the encoding gene or autoantibodies directed against various epitopes of the protein [5] that
result in the functional inhibition of the enzyme and/or the formation of immune complexes that
will be subsequently removed by phagocytes. The wide clinical and therapeutical perspectives
opened in the field of TTP by the discovery of ADAMTS13 led clinicians and investigators involved
in TTP (and TMA in general) to anxiously peruse the pages of medical and scientific journals for the
adventures of this protein. Indeed, the accumulated knowledge about ADAMTS13 now allows us
to understand that the effectiveness of plasma therapy, the cornerstone of treatment of TTP for
more than three decades, is mainly due to its ability to supply large amounts of exogenous
ADAMTS13. The mechanism of ADAMTS13 deficiency also provides an explanation for the
different possible outcomes of the disease. Indeed, patients with a hereditary ADAMTS13
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deficiency usually experience multiple relapses that require
prophylactic infusions of plasma according to the tolerance of
the underlying disease. On the other hand, some patients with
an acquired ADAMTS13 deficiency may experience a single
episode of TTP, whereas others with anti-ADAMTS13 antibodies
that persist in the circulation and lead to the continued inhibi-
tion of ADAMTS13 even after the achievement of remission
may experience one or more relapses. Overall, 30% to 40% of
patients with an acquired TTP can be considered to have a
chronic relapsing disease, which can have a tremendous impact
on their quality of life.
Almost simultaneously, a comparable pathophysiological break-
through was achieved for atypical HUS. Mutations in proteins
involved in the alternative complement pathway were identified
in up to 70% of cases and could be associated with a specific
prognosis. These mutations result in either a dysfunction of
inhibitors, including factor H, factor I, membrane cofactor protein
(MCP)/CD46 and thrombomodulin, or a gain of function of
activators of the alternative complement pathway (factors B
and C3). Anti-factor H antibodies were identified mostly in
pediatric cases and were usually associated with the homozy-
gous deletion of the complement factor H related gene. These
abnormalities have a prognostic impact, with patients with factor
H mutations having a 70% chance of eventually suffering from
end-stage renal disease and an 80% chance of having a post-
transplant relapse, whereas MCP/CD46 mutations lead to end-
stage renal disease in 20 to 30% of cases in children and a low
relapse rate after renal transplantation.
The novel concepts and disease mechanisms identified in the
laboratory were rapidly and successfully transferred into the
clinic for the benefit of patients and recent studies reporting on
the use of monoclonal antibodies in the management of TTP
and HUS provide convincing examples for the application of
laboratory findings in translational medicine. Indeed, the B-
cell depleting monoclonal antibody rituximab successfully
treated refractory or relapsing acquired TTP in a large number
of single reports and small patient series [6]. As a result,
rituximab is gaining more and more popularity in the treat-
ment of patients with acquired TTP who are experiencing a
suboptimal response to standard plasma exchange-based
treatment [7] and as a neo-adjuvant therapy along with
therapeutic plasma exchange according to some groups [8].
Preliminary reports have emphasized the remarkable effi-
ciency of eculizumab, the first humanized monoclonal anti-
body directed against the C5 component of complement, in the
treatment of atypical HUS [9]. Indeed, the results of two
international studies presented at the 2010 Congress of
the American Society of Nephrology clearly indicated that
eculizumab represents a breakthrough in the management
of those patients [10,11]. Consequently, eculizumab should
become the first-line treatment for this disease, and will no
doubt profoundly impact the progression of the disease by
son SAS.All rights reserved. - Document downloaded on 23/04/2024 It is forbidden and illega
preventing the evolution to end-stage renal disease and
allowing dialyzed patients to have a successful kidney trans-
plant. At the time of this issue is declared the end of the
deadliest outbreak of shigatoxin-producing Escherichia coli
Germany has ever recorded, with more than 4000 infected
people, 50 deaths and more than 900 cases of HUS. This
outbreak surprised the general public and public health offi-
cials, but it represented the opportunity to use eculizumab in
more than 100 patients with a diagnosis of shigatoxin-asso-
ciated HUS [12], while the experience of this antibody in this
indication was so far limited to only three cases and published
just some days after the outbreak started. The need to treat
patients in emergency hampered to set up a rigorous con-
trolled clinical trial and clinicians will have to consider multiple
confounding factors; however, the results of this impromptu
trial are of course awaited with a great interest.
From a perspective point of view, the development of other
compounds based on pathophysiological findings is an area of
intense therapeutical investigation. Among these, recombinant
ADAMTS13 is obviously considered a promising therapy when
available. In other situations, inhibitors of the platelet-von
Willebrand factor interaction [13] may represent interesting
possibilities as therapeutic agents for certain well-defined
indications and require accurate evaluation in large clinical
trials. In addition, the development of both compounds aimed
at protecting damaged endothelium in microvessels and
inhibitors of the polymerization of von Willebrand factor multi-
mers [14] deserve evaluation as therapies.
Although it is disturbing to note that the diagnosis of TMA is still
delayed in some patients, clinicians are becoming more and
more aware about this diagnosis. Thus, it is likely that this
diagnosis is being given with increased frequency, which is
consistent with the increasing incidence of the disease [15]. In
an attempt to further improve the management of patients
with TMA, various measures are progressively being developed
in a growing number of countries. These include educational
programs for generalists, emergency department physicians
and all other specialists possibly involved in the management
of TMA that increase their understanding of the recognition and
management of the disease. Importantly, there should also be
educational programs for patients about the typical features
suggestive of a relapse.
From the research point of view, TMA represent a fruitful
model to better understand the interrelations between
microbes, other environmental influences, the immune system
and the endothelium within a still uncharted specific genetic
background. In this regard, two recent works reported that
human leukocyte antigens (HLA) DRB1*11 and DQB1*03 were
both susceptibility alleles for acquired TTP and confirmed the
protective role of DRB1*04 [16,17]. Future large-scale studies
should lead to the identification of additional risk factors
associated with acquired idiopathic TTP and in other forms of
tome 41 > n83 > mars 2012
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TTP, such as those that afflict HIV-infected patients and small
ethnic groups in whom the disease occurs at a high frequency.
Obviously, our ability to increase our knowledge and experi-
ence in the field of TMA was challenged in the past by the low
incidence of these diseases and their heterogeneity. However,
over the past few years, several national groups have set up
large registries that include hundreds of patients with various
forms of TMA and these reports have shed light on the epide-
miology, clinical presentation, prognosis, and long-term out-
come of the diseases [8,18–25]. Those works also provide
evidence that collaborations at the national and international
level remain key to the continued advancement of the know-
ledge and treatment of rare diseases. Collaborative works have
progressively led to the proposal of consensual treatment
modalities and the definitions of treatment responses based
on large series of patients. Though arbitrary and based only on
clinical experience, these definitions are progressively and
advantageously shared by different groups and may foster a
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common language that can allow for fruitful meta-analyses in
the future. There is no doubt that the understanding of TMA
requires a tight collaboration between multiples disciplines,
including hematology, nephrology, internal medicine, immu-
nology and intensive care medicine. The inter-disciplinary
features of these diseases definitively make TMA fascinating
diseases that enrich those who dedicate their time to the study
of them.
In this special issue of Presse Médicale devoted to TMA,
acknowledged experts in the field provide a comprehensive
series of reviews about the majority of the TMA syndromes and
give their views on how the novel pathophysiological mecha-
nisms identified in the laboratory for over 10 years have helped
progressively shape new pathophysiological hypotheses and
therapeutical attitudes.
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